P&O Cruises Azura: Spain, Monaco & Italy
Wildlife Officers: Lauren Peach & Yolanda Arjona
11th – 25th August 2018
Saturday 11th August – Southampton (Sunrise 6.46am, Sunset 9.34pm)
Excited for the upcoming trip, we met at the cruise terminal to introduce ourselves to each other and board the
magnificent Azura. We spent the afternoon meeting both the entertainment and productions teams and getting to
know the ship a little more. We found the perfect spot for our open deck watches up on Deck 16, from which we would
be able to watch for whales and dolphins, whilst sharing this experience with passengers. We then retired to our cabin
for an early night, ready for our early start the following morning and our journey to the Mediterranean!

Our home for the next two weeks, P&O Cruises’ Azura (photograph taken in Cartagena)
12th August – Brittany Coast & Bay of Biscay
Excited for our first day of sightings, we rose for a 07.11am sunrise and opened our curtains to find a very foggy and
rainy start to the morning. Nonetheless, we donned our waterproof jackets and started our morning deck watch. The
morning provided us with our first sightings of gannets, an amazing bird highly adapted to plunge diving head-first
into the water to feed, at speeds of over 100 km an hour! Gannets are great indicators that there are fish around - if
we see lots of circling and diving gannets, we keep our eyes on this spot as it is likely that there might be whales and
dolphins feeding below them.
The weather continued to be rough, with large swells, white caps and very strong winds (some parts of the ship were
closed due to the weather!) and this made it difficult for us to spot wildlife. However, some passengers were brave
enough to come and join us to enjoy the sightings throughout the day. The Brittany Coast was the first location to gift
us with some cetacean sightings, with a minke whale making an appearance before our first lecture of the trip. Many
passengers joined us in the theatre to receive an introduction to the whales and dolphins we hoped to encounter on
our voyage, with some tips on how to spot them at sea; this meant that during the afternoon we had plenty more
passengers coming to see us out on deck and get some extra tips!
As the day continued, the winds got stronger; unfortunately, this meant that one of our favourite spots, the Bay of
Biscay, was very hard to survey. But we managed to spot around 6 whales before the end of the day, with some being
identifiable as fin whales. However, because of the environmental conditions this did make spotting the animals
challenging. Our spirits were not dampened however and we continued searching for our lovely whales and dolphins
with the help of some passengers, before finishing around sunset and getting some well-earned rest.
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Getting ready for our deck watch in the rain (left) and a Northern gannet flying over the Atlantic (right)
13th August – Western Iberian (Portuguese) Coast
This morning we awoke to a much warmer and sunnier morning along the coast of Portugal. Passengers were finally
able to enjoy the swimming pool and for ourselves, the sea brought us a productive morning for sightings. It was not
long before our morning was brightened by a small pod of common dolphins, our first for the trip, and some more
sightings of fin whales. With the conditions being much calmer, it was easier to see the tall, charismatic blows of the
second largest whales on the planet; this proved to be a popular hit with many of our eager passengers!
Little did we know that today would also bring several new species to add to our list. As the morning progressed into
the afternoon, we encountered a pod of ten striped dolphins, including a mother and calf. It was wonderful to see the
group jumping alongside the waves of the ship, full of energy and life as they too seemed to be enjoying the weather!
However, the excitement did not stop here, as we were also fortunate to get another sighting of striped dolphins, but
this time in a mixed group with common dolphins. It is common for these two species to form larger groups and travel
together, and this gave everyone a chance to practice their new dolphin identification skills on the characteristic
markings that can be used to identify these two dolphin species. Not long after our second presentation focusing on
the cetacean hotspots for our trip (including the Bay of Biscay, the Pelagos Sanctuary and the Gibraltar Bay and Strait),
a remark from a passenger on something around two-thirds of the way to the horizon on the port side, brought our
attention to something floating near the water’s surface. Upon taking a closer look with our binoculars, we were
greeted with the unmistakeable sights of glossy, black creatures with slightly squashed dorsal fins…we had come
across some long-finned pilot whales! Around 13 pilot whales, who are actually members of the dolphin family, were
cruising slowly through the water at their own leisure, but they were soon interrupted by a group of three common
dolphins who seemed to pass right by them in a hurry!
A large school of around 25 striped dolphins in the late afternoon gave us our last sighting for the day, prompting
passengers to ask questions such as ‘when is the best time to see cetaceans?’. Although we had had a productive
afternoon and a quiet evening, we answered with the best possible option of ‘any-time, as they need to breathe air,
they can pop up at any time of day!’. Before we knew it, the sun started setting and darkness crept in. Reluctantly, we
retired to our cabins for the night after a fantastic day on the sea.
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Striped dolphins, mother and calf
14th August – Cádiz
We were due to dock this morning in Cádiz at 09.00am, so we were able to enjoy half an hour of morning deck watch
on Deck 16 in the sunshine, before we were able to disembark and explore this amazing town. As one of the oldest
towns in Western Europe, both ourselves and fellow passengers were able to enjoy sights such as the local market
and the Torre Tavira (the Tavira Tower), the highest of the 126 towers situated in Cádiz.
With everyone back on board the Azura, we set sail at around 6.30pm which meant only one thing. As sunset was not
until after 9.00pm, this meant lots of time for whale and dolphin spotting! Although the weather warm and the seas
calm, ourselves and our fellow passengers did not have any cetacean sightings this evening. Instead, we therefore took
time to enjoy the various bird species passing by (such as yellow-legged gulls and Cory’s shearwaters) and we enjoyed
a breathtaking sunset whilst passing through the Strait of Gibraltar. With Morroco on the starboard side and Spain on
the port side, there was a relaxing and magical atmosphere on board as we all soaked in the lights and ambience as
we passed through the water between these two continents.
15th August – Eastern Iberian (Spanish) Coast
We rose this morning to find even warmer weather as we entered the Mediterranean region, meaning we could finally
leave the waterproofs back in the cabin before heading on up to Deck 16. Within the first three hours or so of being
up on deck, both ourselves and our early-rising passengers had been treated to multiple sightings of various cetacean
species. Striped dolphins, bottlenose dolphins in groups of around 20 strong and a possible fin whale were all causes
of excitement up on deck and just when we though that things could not get any better, we spotted a long, log-like
‘shiny’ mass floating near the surface of the water. A feeling in our guts was telling us what we hoped this may be, but
it was not until the charismatic, angled blow appeared that we were able to shout, ‘SPERM WHALE!’. Excitement
buzzed around the deck and many passengers rushed over to the edge of the ship to catch a glimpse of the largest
species of toothed whale, who remained visible for several minutes in the ideal weather conditions. Due to them being
deep-diving species, the sperm whale is often encountered ‘logging’ at the water’s surface, whilst is rests and
recuperates its oxygen levels, ready for its next journey down into the deep to feed on its favourite prey, squid.
As today was another day at sea it was again time for another presentation, this time with a chance to quiz the
passengers on what they knew about whales and dolphins! They did us proud and from then on we had to be careful
that our up-and-coming experts were not doing a better job than us, when we went back up to continue for some
afternoon deck-watching. Although we did not have any more whale sightings for the day, we were again joined by
both striped and bottlenose dolphins into the early evening before we finished our surveying effort for the day once
the sun began to set.
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16th August – Barcelona (Sunrise 7.01am, Sunset 8.49pm)
Unfortunately, this morning sunrise coincided with our
docking time in Barcelona meaning no morning deckwatch was possible. It did however give a nice
opportunity to explore the city of Barcelona and its
vibrant mix of historic and modernised culture.
Azura departed Barcelona late afternoon, meaning we
could fit in some watching before sunset. No whales or
dolphins were spotted so it was a relatively quiet
evening, although those who were up on deck were
treated to our first sight of a Sunfish (Mola mola). This
gigantic fish is the heaviest known bony fish in the
world and can reach up to 3.2 metres in diameter. Their
distribution means they can be found in both in tropical
and temperate waters in the Pelagic (deep) zone of the
ocean and can frequently be seen basking horizontally
at the water’s surface before making their decent down
the water column to depths of 600 metres.

Characteristic horizontal basking behaviour of a Sunfish

17th August – Monte Carlo
As sunrise was early this morning, there was a little time for deck-watch before we moored in the coastal waters of
Monte Carlo. Whilst we did not see any cetaceans this morning, we were able to enjoy the comic sight of the local
yellow-legged gulls patrolling the cabin balconies below looking for an early morning snack before ourselves and the
passengers made the journey by tender to the principality of Monaco for a day of exploration.
Everyone was back on board by early evening and with a relatively late sunset, this again meant another opportunity
to try and spot some dolphins and whales…and we were not disappointed! Although neither group stayed with us for
long, both us and those enjoying the evening sun on Deck 16 were treated to separate sightings of both bottlenose
dolphins and striped dolphins with the latter giving us a sunset performance, a lovely way for all of us to finish our
day.
18th August – Livorno & 19th August – Civitavecchia
Our early arrival and late departure from Livorno meant that we could not carry out any deck-watch. This did however
provide the perfect opportunity to explore the region of Tuscany, with many choosing to visit either Pisa or the
historical city of Florence to fill the day. Similarly, our docking time in the gateway to Rome, Civitavecchia, did not
allow us to find any whales or dolphins. We did however leave earlier than when in Livorno so again, we topped up
the sun cream and headed back on to Deck 16 for some evening deck-watch. Although we did not see any cetaceans
this evening, we of course enjoyed answering the questions posed by our passengers up on deck, filling them in on
what we may see elsewhere in the Mediterranean and on our journey back across the Atlantic.
20th August – Mediterranean Sea
We awoke early this morning having just passed through the Strait of Bonifacio (between southern Corsica and
northern Sardinia), and eagerly proceeded up on to Deck 16 to begin our morning surveying.
Although quiet in terms of cetaceans, this did not mean that there was no wildlife to spot. Great shearwaters could be
spotted soaring over the water’s surface, with the bright conditions meaning we could easily distinguish their
characteristic dark, feathers on their head and dark wing bars. Being relatively close to Corsica, Sardinia and the
Balearic Islands meant that we were also treated to some terrestrial bird species, who were most likely taking their
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migratory flights back to lower latitudes where they will spend the winter. Perhaps the most exciting of these birds
was the pleasant surprise of having a Hoopoe passing around the deck on both the port and starboard sides of the
ship. With their peculiar ‘Mohican hairdo’ and long, curved bills, this unique looking bird did indeed cause a buzz on
deck as many passengers came to ask us what it was.
As it was another day at sea it was time for
our fourth presentation, this time focusing
on the specialised adaptation that allow our
wonderful whales and dolphins to be so
successful in their underwater world.
Getting back on deck just after lunch time,
we were both grateful and pleased when our
dedicated
passengers-turned-wildlifewatchers informed us that they had seen
several turtles, so it was time for us to get
our eyes on the sea to spot them. Before we
knew it, we were encountering a stream of
turtles as we passed through the waters of
the Balearic Coast. We managed to spot and
Loggerhead turtle
identify seven turtles as being loggerhead
turtles. The presence of five pairs of ‘scutes’
on their shells enabled us to identify them from other potential turtle species sighted in this region. They are known
to nest in the Western Mediterranean and use the sea currents from the Alboran sea and the Algerian basin to feed
on their favourite prey species. The loggerhead is classified as a vulnerable species on IUCN1 red list and CITES2, so it
was great to be able to see a relatively large number of them in a short period of time.
An additional surprise came when both Wildlife Officers and one of our younger passengers spotted a dark shape
around 75 metres or so from the edge of the ship. It was not a dolphin, whale or turtle, so we peered down our
binoculars and found we had spotted a species of ray travelling close to the surface, another first for our trip! A small
group of bottlenose dolphins briefly passed us by in the later afternoon but this time they did not hang around to play
in the wake of the cruise. Perhaps they were, like many of us on board, off to get their afternoon tea! Although these
dolphins were the only cetaceans spotted today, it was certainly not one which had been void of excitement and we
retired to our cabins feeling very satisfied that both ourselves and our passengers had been able to see such a variety
of wildlife today.
21st August – Cartagena
Another early morning docking meant that there was no deck-watch for us this morning so instead we disembarked
and enjoyed the delights of Cartagena. Time was taken to explore the city centre, the Romanic theatre and of course
to sample the local coffee on offer. As we were heading back to the ship, we were all noticing the extreme heat which
had gradually developed over the day and by the time we boarded the Azura in the afternoon, the temperature was
well into the mid-thirties.
The heat however, was not going to stop us from our late-afternoon and evening duties. Joining us back on Deck 16,
us and our fellow passengers set ourselves up for some wildlife watching. A small school of probable striped dolphins
were the first of our sightings at around 7.00pm, although their brief passing at a distance means that we could not
see them for too long. We continued to watch the ocean and around 15 minutes before we were due to finish at
sunset, we were treated to our best dolphin sighting yet! A small group of striped dolphins were sighted on both the
port and starboard sides of the Azura, and it was not long before everyone had abandoned their evening drink to come
and get a look at these wonderful creatures. However, it soon became apparent that there were more than around
1
2

http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/3897/0
https://cites.org/eng/node/20382
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five dolphins, as passengers on both sides of the ship were pointing towards the front, back and sides of the ship;
before we knew it, we were surrounded by around 40 dolphins who gave us an evening performance in the sunset.
Amongst all the leaping and splashing, we noticed something more…this was a mixed pod! Amongst our side-flopping
striped dolphins, we noted that around 15 of the animals were common dolphins joining the show. Although leaping
with more grace and poise then the striped dolphins, they seemed to be having just as much fun! Amongst the chaos
of the dolphins, a loggerhead turtle was also spotted amongst the dolphin pod, probably wondering what all the fuss
was about. What more could we have asked for?! We were able to enjoy the display for around 10 minutes or so and
were absolutely delighted that some passengers including those with young children, who earlier on that same day
stated that they had not yet seen a dolphin, were able to see witness this wonderful performance! Not long after the
dolphins departed the sun set, so we ended our watch and began to look forward to our last stop in Gibraltar the
following day.

Common dolphins leaping in the light of the setting sun
22nd August – Gibraltar
Today, we docked before sunrise, which meant that many passengers took an early disembarkation to enjoy our
short stop in Gibraltar. Whilst some chose to scale the rock and enjoy the famous Barbary macaques or peruse the
high street, we had one thing on our minds. Dolphin watching! A trip by boat into the Bay of Gibraltar gave us
wonderful, close-up encounters with the local common dolphins, whose numbers are boosted to over 1,000 in the
summer months as other individuals migrate into the bay and surrounding waters. Many P&O Cruises passengers
were able to take advantage of the organised excursion and see these lovely dolphins at much closer proximity then
up on Deck 16. However, those who did not have the chance need not fear, as there were more dolphins to be found
once back on board the Azura.
At around 2.30pm, the Azura set sail from Gibraltar whilst hosting a farewell BBQ on Deck 15, with music and British
flags setting the scene. Around 5-10 minutes after departure and whilst passengers were starting to say goodbye to
the Mediterranean and look forward to the last two days at sea, as we had been expecting, the spectacle of dolphins
started! From what appeared like nowhere, common dolphins surrounded the Azura; starboard, port side, bow and
stern, they were everywhere! Bow-riding in the waves of the ship and even surfing under the surface of the waves,
many passengers could enjoy this amazing moment! We were even able to spot some calves jumping alongside their
mothers, with them too enjoying the free ride in the waves provided by the ship as we left the bay and entered the
Strait of Gibraltar.
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However, the afternoon was not finished and around one hour after we left Gibraltar and were cruising through the
Strait, we saw around ten sunfish in quick succession. In one sighting we saw 3 together! As the afternoon progressed
into the evening we had further sightings of both common and bottlenose dolphin in small pods of between three
and ten individuals. We really could not have asked for a better send off from Gibraltar for our journey back home to
the UK.

Common dolphins, taken from the boat excursion in Gibraltar

Common dolphins approaching the ship and riding in the pressure waves of the Azura
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Common dolphins approaching the Azura in the Bay of Gibraltar

Every year thousands of raptors make northern spring and southern autumn migrations between Africa and Europe
over the Bay and Strait of Gibraltar. The above photograph shows four black kites, who will be returning to Africa for
the winter months
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23rd August – Western Iberian Coast
This morning we were back in the Atlantic and woke to a blanket of fog surrounding the Azura. Luckily by about
8.30am things were looking up, so as the fog began to clear we headed on up to Deck 16 and set ourselves up for our
morning watch. As the skies turned to blue, the sea conditions turned out to be extremely calm. Very little swell and
hardly any white-caps, perfect for spotting any splashes! Indeed, this morning turned out to be a good one for the
dolphins, with both common and striped dolphins putting in appearances at multiple points. Fortunately for us, these
dolphins were here to play! Coming right up to the bow and sides of the ship, most sightings this morning involved
spectacular leaps and twists, as the dolphins frolicked in the waves. Slowly, they made their way to the back of the
ship before playing once last time in the wake and disappearing off into the distance. Indeed, within the first 3 hours
of our watch, we had been able to spot overall approximately 80 dolphins, a fabulous start to the day!
It was also not long before we started to spy some whale blows on the horizon. The tall, column like spouts of water
were much easier to spot than on our journey south through the Atlantic at the start of the trip as although the seas
and skies were grey, there was little swell or white water to obscure our view. Due to the size and blows of the animals
we identified three of the whales we saw as being fin whale. However, our fourth whale, was slightly different.
Appearing smaller in size with a smaller blow, this whale appeared to move slightly different to our beloved fin whales;
rather than rolling through the water, the dorsal fin appeared to sink into the ocean with the tip of the fin being the
very last thing to disappear beneath the water’s surface. Although we cannot be certain, this whale may have been a
sei whale, a smaller cousin of the fin whale though still over 20 meters in length when fully grown, and another exciting
sighting!
The afternoon brought our fifth talk of the cruise. This time we focused on how Wildlife Officers working for ORCA,
such as ourselves, collect the species and environmental data that we can use to help protect whales and dolphins in
our waters. As we headed back out onto the deck after the presentation we got a little surprise; the sea had undergone
a transformation! Our previously glassy ocean was now splattered with white caps, we were being challenged again.
This did not deter us and our determined passengers, and we spent the remainder of the day with our eyes fixed on
the sea. We were able to spot three cetaceans this afternoon, although we were not able to positively identify the
species due to the sightings being very brief and environmental conditions being more challenging than earlier on in
the day.

Tall blow of a fin whale in the Bay of Biscay, note that the dorsal fin of the whale cannot be seen when it first makes
its blow upon surfacing
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However, at around 7:30pm, the weather changed its mind yet again! Suddenly, the swell dropped, the white caps
disappeared, and the ocean changed from a grizzly grey back to blue. We were able to enjoy the last part of our watch
in much more pleasant conditions; typically, as we were finishing for the day, the whales once again began to make
an appearance. The familiar, column-like blows of fin whales were back and those taking their dinner or enjoying their
cabin balconies, were able to soak in the sights of these magnificent animals travelling across the horizon as the sun
appeared to sink slowly into the Atlantic.
24th August – Bay of Biscay, Brittany Coast & English Channel
This morning, we were not as lucky with our weather as the previous morning as we were greeted by grey skies and
strong winds which remained for the whole day. Our location though, was one for excitement as we had awoken in
the Bay of Biscay and were approaching the continental shelf. At this point, there is a sharp drop from the Brittany
Coast at around 200 metres in depth to over 4,000 metres; the currents hit the edge of this continental shelf and cause
an upwelling of cool, nutrient rich water. This provides and abundance of plankton and in turn food for fish, dolphins
and whales. Combined with the multiple habitat types found throughout the bay, this richness of these waters are the
reasons why over one-third of the worlds whale and dolphin species have been sighted in these waters!
Indeed, it was not long before our much-loved fin whales were making appearances. As passengers began to venture
out on deck, we were able to point out the nine whales we saw to many who had been waiting their entire holiday to
see one, it was a truly wonderful experience. Several great skua were also sighted throughout the morning, a bird
species who we had not yet encountered throughout our Atlantic travels. The surprise of the morning and perhaps
the trip however, came just before 10.00am. Along with a fellow passenger, we noticed a slightly strange patch of
water off the port side of the ship, around two-thirds of the way to the horizon. Knowing that this could be a sign of
whale or dolphin presence, we focused our attentions on this spot. And then it happened, a large whale broke the
surface of the water and launched itself into a breach, before coming crashing back down into the ocean. We could
not believe our eyes! Ready and waiting for the whale to hopefully breach again and take a closer look, we had to
instead treasure that single breach, as the whale then remained beneath the surface of the water with only its exhaling
blows being visible from the Azura. We were not able to identify the species, but we all knew that we had just
witnessed a very special moment and are sure it is one which we will be able to treasure for many years to come. A
total of ten whales were spotted before we departed the deck at around 11.00am for our final talk of the cruise, our
‘Wildlife Roundup!’.

A great skua. This large seabird is much more solidly built than may gull species and can have a
wingspan of up to 140cm
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Sadly, once we had finished our talk we had passed over the continental shelf edge of the Bay of Biscay and were
heading into the Brittany Coast. This meant that are larger whales were less likely, but of course we were hoping for
perhaps some minke whale, and of course, dolphins! The weather had again taken a further downturn, with strong
winds, dark skies and challenging sea conditions meaning many passengers were occupying themselves indoors.
However, those who were brave enough to venture outside or keep a keen watch out of the window were able to
enjoy the delights of common dolphin, with small schools periodically visiting the ship throughout the afternoon. A
total of 37 dolphins were sighted over the course of the afternoon as we progressed into The Channel, along with
northern gannet, great shearwater and Manx shearwater a perfect finish to what can only be described as a truly
wonderful trip. Although the sun was not due to set for another hour, the dark conditions meant that watching for
any wildlife was becoming tricky; we therefore decided to round off our final watch of the trip and get ready to
disembark the following morning upon arrival back in Southampton.

Great skua flying with Cory’s shearwater.
You can see that the Cory’s, flying near the
bottom of the image, has much longer,
narrower wings compared to the Cory’s
flying at the top of the image. You can also
see the dark wing bars of the great
shearwater along with the black ‘cap’ and
white neck band, both of which are absent
on the Cory’s shearwater

Common dolphin approaching the Azura in The English Channel
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All that remains is to say a huge thank you to both the Captain and crew on P&O’s Azura, and of course the passengers
that we were able to share our experiences with throughout this voyage. ORCA would not be able to carry out the
necessary research on our oceans and provide educational sessions to those on board without the hard work and
commitment of all involved and we are truly grateful to all on board for making our experience as wonderful as it could
have been.
ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term protection of
whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known as cetaceans), and their habitats. For more information about us,
please visit our website www.orcaweb.org.uk
For a map of all marine mammals encountered throughout the voyage please see the end of this report.
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